
ULT5000 Sliding Doors [OXXO & OXO]
| Clear Anodize Finish with Wire Pull Handle
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ULT5000 Sliding Doors [OX] with Matching Transom
| Clear Anodize Finish with Wire Pull Handles
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ULT5000 Sliding Door [OXXO]
| Kynar™ Sandstone Paint with Wire Pull Handles
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Sliding Doors, also referred to as Arcadia Doors, have earned a reputation as the 

most versatile and practical door type for access to decks and patios. They also 

score highly for delivering expansive views while remaining cost effective.

Arcadia Custom sliders offer security and strength with sleek profiles. Smooth and 

effortless sliding is achieved through high-performance rollers.

A range of configurations are available, from two-panel and three-panel sliders to 

multi-sliding and pocketing door systems.

SLIDING DOORSSLIDING DOORS

ULT5000 Sliding Doors 
| Clear Anodize Finish with Wire Pull Handles

ULT5920 Pocket Multi-Slide Door, 
T325 Fixed Window with TDL Horizontal Muntins 
| Dark Bronze Finish 
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Sliding Door
 ULT5000

Individual door panel sizes up to 6’ wide, 10’ tall
  
Door panels and frames for improved energy performance

1” dual-glazed, Low-E glass, NFRC certified with U-Values 
as low as .34; see NFRC Chart at arcadiacustom.com for 
glass specifications
  
4 ” standard, or 4” without a screen
  
Flush pull with stainless steel mortise lock, 2” diameter 
marine-grade, stainless steel precision bearing rollers; 
optional 3” diameter roller available and recommended 
when door panel exceeds 50 sq. ft.
  
Marine-grade, non-corrosive stainless steel for optimum  
EZ-gliding performance

Five options to choose from, based on application and 
performance requirements: 1 ”, 2”, 2 ”, 3”, or a ” 
flush sill; optional subsill also available, see page 32

2½” x 1” aluminum sliding screen door, assembled with 
stainless steel components, available with a charcoal  
insect mesh or Invisivue screen mesh

Block Frame or Nail Fin

This option is recommended on doors over 8’ tall, or 
exceeding 50 sq. ft., for additional wind load requirements 
and increased structural integrity; see page 99 for detail

See page 96 for details on true-divided-lite/ 
simulated-divided-lite grid options

ConfigurationsFeatures

Options

X O

Slider Fixed

X OO

Slider FixedFixed

OO X X

Slider Slider FixedFixed

For more configurations visit
arcadiacustom.com

SLIDING DOORS

Additional fixed panels can be 
connected to each other on the same  
fixed door track, allowing for the 
assembly of huge glass wall systems, 
all in a two-track system.

XO, OOX, OXO,  
OXXO, XOOX

Size  

Thermally Broken 

High Performance
Glass

Frame Depth

Hardware

Track

Floor Track Sills

Screens

Jamb Type

High Load  
Interlock

TDL/SDL Lite Grid

Featuring effortless operation, use Arcadia Custom Sliding Doors to 

keep the extreme temperatures and harsh elements of any season at bay 

while still bringing the beauty of external landscapes into the home. This 

sliding glass door system is available in 2, 3, or 4 door configurations.

ULT5000 [XO] shown with Futura Flush Handle and 
Futura Flush Thumbturn. Clear Anodize Finish. 

Hardware options see page 30.

ULT5000 Sliding Door [OXXO] 
| Clear Anodize Finish with Wire Pull Handle

SLIDING DOORS
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